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MAXIMAL SUBSPACES OF BESOV SPACES

INVARIANT UNDER MULTIPLICATION BY CHARACTERS1

BY

R. JOHNSON

Abstract. Unlike the familiar Lp spaces, neither the homogeneous Besov

spaces nor the Hp spaces, 0 < p < 1, are closed under multiplication by the

functions x -* e'<Jt'*>. We determine the maximal subspace of these spaces

which are closed under multiplication by these functions, which are the

characters of R".

In this paper we investigate the maximal subspaces of Besov spaces

invariant under multiplication by characters. The usefulness of such a study is

related to applications to multipliers. Translation invariant operators from

LP(R") into Lq(R") are generally characterized by two kinds of

properties-smoothness properties and growth restrictions. The smoothness

properties are most naturally expressed in terms of the Besov spaces. The

convoluteurs from HP(R") into Hq(Rn) for 0 < p < 1 < q < oo satisfy

smoothness conditions of positive orders which already imply growth

conditions by the Sobolev theorem. In this case one finds Cv(Hp, Hq) =

Bqj£/p~X) [10]. The smoothness part of this result remains valid lox p > 1 but

it no longer implies a growth condition and we should expect the inclusion

Cv(Hp, Hq) c B^/p-V to be a proper inclusion in this case. One approach

to imposing growth conditions is to note that while elements of Bqoo may

grow at infinity, they must grow in a regular way. If we ask that a distribution

be in Bqao after multiplying by any oscillating function such as e'<x,A>, we

should eliminate the functions that grow at infinity. This leads to the problem

that we pose in this paper: Characterize the distributions T G Bpq such that

eKx*>T G È^ for all h G R". Since Cv(Lp, Lq) is known to be invariant

under such multiplication [7], we improve the inclusion for translation

invariant operators. It should also be noted that the subspaces defined in such

a way have interesting functorial properties in relation to duality, inter-

polation and so forth. The behaviour we find is in marked contrast to the

situation for the inhomogeneous Besov spaces, where e'^'^T G Bpq for any

T G Bpq. This follows from the results of Murata [14] and the fact that
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388 R. JOHNSON

eKx*> e5«œ for any h G ff " and any a real.

Since the Fourier transform maps the Besov spaces into spaces which

generalize the convolution algebras of Beurling [5], [6] and sends multi-

plication by e'<x,h> to translation by h, we will also study subspaces of these

spaces invariant under translation. We give several applications, including an

intrinsic characterization of inhomogeneous Besov spaces in terms of homo-

geneous Besov spaces, a characterization of the Fourier transform image of

the Morrey spaces, the positive part of the solution to an old problem of

Peetre's and a proof of the nonexistence of nonnegative elements of Bpq for a

sufficiently negative.

0. Notation. The notation will be standard. Define Lp(R") in the usual way

for 0 < p < oo, and let <i> G S be a rapidly decreasing function such that

/</>(*) dx = 1. Set <}>t(x) = /"X*/-1). Given a tempered distribution/ £§',

set

u(x, /)=/*<>,= (fy, ^(x - y))

and

u + (x) =sup|w(x,/)|.
/>o

It was shown in [4] that / G Hp(Rn), 0 < p < oo, iff u+ G LP(R") and

ll/ll w = \\u + \\Lp, 0 < p < oo. It is well known that Hp is isomorphic to Lp

in the case 1 < p < oo. The proper interpretation of Tí00 is the space BMO

which will be defined below.

Both homogeneous and inhomogeneous Besov spaces will be used. Let ta

denote the translation operator and Ah the first difference operator, defined

respectively by rj(x) = f(x - h) and AJ = (r_h - I)f If 0 < a < 1, 1 <

p,q < oo, /G Bpaq iff (f(\\Ahf\\p/\h\a)q\h\-"dh) is finite (with the obvious

interpretation if p or q = oo). For an arbitrary real number a, the homo-

geneous Besov spaces are defined by the Riesz potentials. The Riesz potential

of order ff is the closure of the operator defined on a dense subset of § ' by

Rßf*(0-\tYßf®.
Here we take as the definition of the Fourier transform

Ff(t)=f(è)=fe-i<**>f(x)dx,

for / G S, extended by duality to S ', and x G ff ", | G R", <jc, |> = jc,£,

+ •• • + *„£„. The definition of Bp for a arbitrary is accomplished by

RßBpaq = B«q+ß. There is no global restriction on the growth of an/ G Bpq;

for p = q = 2 and a nonnegative integral, this is the class of functions such

that all their derivatives of order a are in L2, with no condition on the

function itself. The elements of Bpq are actually equivalence classes modulo

polynomials.
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The inhomogeneous Besov spaces are defined by imposing a global

restriction on /; / G B£q iff / G 7/ n B^ for a > 0, and for a < 0, the

spaces are generated by the Bessel potentials

JßBa = Ba+ß
J dp<i       pi    '

where

jßf\c) = {\+\t\2yß/1M)-

One of our main results will give an intrinsic characterization of Bpq in terms

of È;q for a > 0.

The Fourier transform image of Bpq is in IÇq if 1 < p < 2, where we can

define

*£- /1 / measurable, Iff \f(y)\Pdy)
,/,l1/9

<  00

(with the usual interpretations if p or q is oo). For general a, if v(x) = b„\x\"

is the volume of a ball of radius \x\ centered at 0, we have / G K£q iff

fva/n G Kffq. These spaces will be shown to be related to the Morrey-Stam-

pacchia spaces Lp*. A measurable function belongs to Lp* if for any x G ff ",

r > 0, 3axr such that

f        |/( v) - af dy < Ar"

where B(x, r) is the ball of radius r centered at x, and A is independent of x

and r. The indices satisfy 1 < p < oo, 0 < X < n + p. It is known that

Z/° = Lp(R"), Lpn is independent of p and is the John-Nirenberg space

BMO of functions of bounded mean oscillation, and for n < X < n + p,
j p-x = û^-n)/p

Our application of the results we derive will be to convoluteurs and we

denote

Cv(X, Y ) = {* | / G X, K * f G Y and \\K * j]\ < C\\f\\},

and for multipliers

M(X, Y) = {/q*: G Cv(X, Y)},

and generally

FX-{f\fex),

so that

M(X, Y) = FCv(X, Y).
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It should be noted that if a space X is not invariant under multiplication by

e'<x,h>, there is an obvious way to construct the maximal subspace of X which

is invariant by simply setting

XX = {/ G X\eKx'h>f G X, V/i G R").

However, without some idea of the behavior of the norm of e'<x-A> / as a

function of h, it cannot be asserted that XX is closed under the induced

topology. On the basis of the behavior of the norm in familiar spaces, one

expects that there will be a bound of the form \\eKx-h>f\\x < C||/||^, with C

independent of h. This is not the case for all spaces, and we are forced to use

alternative bounds. We thus make the following definitions: for a > 0,

irBpaq = {/ G ¿¿|e'<*-*>/ G Èpaq, VA G ff",

with B;q(e¡<x-h>f) < C(A(f)\h\" + È;q(f))},

while for a < 0, and for all other spaces X considered in this paper,

«E¿ = {/ G È^e^f G ff,«, VA G ff",

with !%(*'<*•*>/) < cÉ;q(f)},

wX-{fe X\ei<x*>f G X, VA G ff", \\ei<x-h>f\\x < C\\f\\x).

In this paper, invariance under translation is studied only for negative indices

and hence we always consider

rX = {/ G X\ rj EX,   VA G ff",    \\tJ\\x < C\\f\\x }.

1. Results for homogeneous Besov spaces. For a > 0 the property of

invariance under f-*fe'^x'h^ characterizes the inhomogeneous Besov spaces

as subsets of the homogeneous Besov spaces. For a < 0 this cannot be true

since Bpaq Q Bpaq if « < 0.

Theorem 1.1. Let a > 0, 1 < p,q < oo. Then one has -ïïBpq = Bpq.

Proof. The proof will be by induction on the integer m such that m < a <

m + 1. Consider the case 0 < a < 1 and assume that/ G Bpq (the case a = 1

requires a separate argument). From the identity

\(>'<X'A>) = (AT/)e'<Jt+"-"> + f(x)Ar,(ei<x'">),

it follows that

|A„(>,CM>)| <|V(*)| +A\f(x)\mm(\i,\ \h\, 1).

We calculate the Bpq norm of eKx-h> f by taking the Lp norm of the above

expression with respect to x, dividing by |T/|a and taking the Lq norm of the

resulting expression with respect to tj for the measure |t)|_" dq. We see then
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that

È;q(fe«x-») < Bp°q(f) + A\lf\\p\h\a.

When 1 < a < 2, the proof is more complicated. There are now three

terms in the identity analogous to the one used in the case 0 < a < 1 :

A^e'^/X*) = (Alf(x))eKr> + x-h>

+ ei<x-h\f(x) - f(x - r¡)XfK%h> - e~K,hh>)

+f(x)el<*'h>(el<*>*> + e-<<**> - 2).

The estimate which follows from this is

|^«"*'>/)|,<Wt+ 2||/(. -,) - 4,|sin <„, A>|

+ 2||/]gi-cos<T,,A>|.

If we calculate the Bpq norm of e'<x'h>f as above, the first term on the

right-hand side gives us Bpq(f). Since |1 — cos x\ < min (\x2, 2), the third

term is dominated by H/IIJAI". The main difficulty is with the second term. It

is estimated by noting that / G Bpq ' and 0 < a — 1 < 1 for 1 < a < 2. In

this case

f(\\f(--v)-Att™<V>h>\/Way\v\~"dri

K^L lhJ\\f(--^-A\P/\vrl)^r^
\V\<\"\

,-aq-n    ,
T) dn\lq\\K[{>

JH>\'\v\>\h\''

<\hfB;q-x(f) + 2qm;\hr;
when a = 1, we use the fact that/ G Bpq C Bpq s for any S > 0 and estimate

the second term by

1*1*/       i\\n--^-AU\v\l~5yM~ndv + 2q\\f\\lf       \-n\~9~"dri

<\h\SqÈxq-s(f) + 2q\\f\\l\h\'1.

In this estimate we have taken 0 < 5 < 1 and used the fact that for 0 < x <

I, xs > x. This estimate finishes the proof in the case 0 < a < 2. Now it is

easy to prove by induction that ifm<a<w+l,/G Bpq, then e,(-x'h^f G

Bpq for every A G ff ". The case m = 0 has been proved above. If the result is

true for m, consider an index a such that m + l<a<m + 2. Since / G

Bpq, the inhomogeneous Besov space, / and DJ (J = 1, . . . , n) are in Bpq~x,

where Djf(x) = (l/i)df(x)/dxy. By the induction hypothesis, fe'xh and

(Djf)ei<x'h> are in B^q ' for all A. Since
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Dj(ei<x-h>f) = ei<x'h>(Djf) + hjeixhf,

Dj(ei<x-h>f) G ¿¿¿-1 for/ = 1, 2, . . ., n, and it follows that e'<*-*>f G ff^.

The proof of the converse is more direct and can be given at one stroke.

Since ff" £ ff"   for any q, it is enough to prove that if e'<**>f G ff"   t^11

/ G LP(R"), since ff^ = B°q n 7/ for a > 0. Let & be an integer > a and

recall that g belongs to ff/«,iff H^gH, < ^M°- Recall that by definition

A*(e«**>/) = i (*)(- !)*->/(, + y,)e'<*^.*>,

and multiplying by e_,<Jt'A> gives

e"'<*»*>A*(e'<^>/) = i (*)(- \)k~jwif(x +/T,),

where vvA = e'<1>,',>. Fix i) and choose A0, A,, . . . , hk such that w. = n*7, where

w*+l = 1 but w'V 1 for/ = 1, . . . , A:. Let yim = e_'<x*->A*(e'<*^">0, and

an easy calculation gives 2£ /lm = (—1)*(& + l)/(x), which allows us to

make the estimate

1
•l"     * + 1

o

1
"'    Jfc + 1 2 ¿/»(e'^V) M'

Remark. Note that the choice of the A- depends on tj, and if we make no

assumption on the behavior of Bpx(e'^x,h:>f) as a function of A, we cannot

make the estimate of the Lp norm of / explicit. It seems that the possible

estimate is of the nature of

Bpaq(ei<x'h>f) < C 2    B;q-k(f)¡h\k+\h\a\\j]\f
0<k<a

With the behavior for a > 0 completely settled, we turn to the case a = 0.

In this case the Littlewood-Paley properties of the homogeneous Besov spaces

play a critical role.

Theorem 1.2.

.0 \Lp(R"),       1 <p < oo,
irBp^Rn)-[^(R'-),       l=p.

Here 91L denotes the space of integrable measures on ff".

Our approach is to derive an estimate of the Lp norm of the temperature

with initial value e'xhf. For this, we need an estimate of an extension of the

fundamental solution of the heat equation to complex «-space. It is clear that

the result below can be generalized to estimate W(x, s) — (4irs)~"^2e\p( — x •

x/4s), x G C", Re s > 0, but we do not need the result in this generality.
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Lemma 1.1. Consider the function f(x) = W(x + 2ish, s), s > 0. Then, if

a > - n/p', 1 < q < oo, or if a > - n/p', q = oo,/ G Bpq and

ff/?(/) < a{\ + Vs~ |A|+ • • • + (VI \h\fky-a/2-"/2p'ecsW2,

where k is the smallest nonnegative integer greater than a/2, and A, c are

independent of f.

Proof. The temperature with initial value /is

u(x, t) - W(x, t + s)e\p(-is(h, x)/t + i)exp(s2|A|2// + s).

Consider first a < 0. The ¿£ norm of / is (fS,[ra/2Mp(u; t)]q dt/t)xlq, and

an easy computation gives

Mp(u; t) = Bp exp(52|A|7' + s)(s + tyn/2p'.

For 0 < / < 2s, t~a/2Mp(u; t) is bounded above and below by

t~a/2s~n/2p'exp(cs\h\2) and this gives a convergent /-integral for all q. For

/ > 2s, we can bound t~a/2Mp(u; t) < ct~a/2~n/2p' and the right-hand side is

in Lq iff a > - n/p' if 1 < q < oo or iff a > — n/p' if q = oo. While there

is no corresponding lower bound, direct inspection shows that if a < — n/p',

1 < q < oo, or if a < - n/p', q = oo, the integral (or supremum) is infinite.

In this case, the norm of /is estimated by ff^(/) < ^5""/2""/2,,'exp(i|A|2).

For a > 0, let A: be a positive integer > a/2. An equivalent norm on Bpq is

given by

(/^*-"/H(a>;/)]V'¿/)1/'.

The formula for u was given above; apply Leibniz to it and it follows that

dku(x, t)=        S Ck¡k2kdkW(x, t + s)V>
kl + k2 + k1 = k

■ exp(-i(s, h)/t + j)3r^exp(i2|A|2// + 5).

One checks easily by induction that

exp( + «<A, Xs)11 + s)dk (exp(-is(h, x)/t + s))

= îcj(s(h,x})j(t + s)-k-J
/-l

and

exp(-*2|A|7/ + s)dk (expiV|A|7/ + s)) = £ bj{s2\h\2)J/ (t + syk-j.
/-1

Substituting these expressions and the formula derived in [10] for dkW(x, t

+ s), it is clear that 9,ku is a finite sum of terms of the form
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0*17/ + í)"(/ + syk'rv(x, t + *)(*2|A|2y2

• (/ + s)-k^h(s(h, x)f(t + s)-k>-J>

• exp(is(h, x)/t + j)exp(í2|A|2// + s),

where 0 < /, < kx, 1 < j2 < k2, 1 < j3 < k3. The L^ norm in x of such an

expression is bounded by

(/ + s)-k-U{-n/2+n/2ps2^h\2A+JV'+^2exp(s2\h\2/t + s),

with l/l = /, + j2 + jy Near the origin (in /-coordinates) such an expression

is bounded by

s-k-\j\-n/2+n/2P+j, + 2j2 + 0/2)j,^2j2+hexp^h]2y

so that multiplication by tk~a/2 and integration with respect to t~x dt from

say / = 0 to / = 2s gives a contribution of

í-"/2-"/2^'^+^/2|A|2-/2+>3exp(í|A|2).

Near infinity (t > 2s), the 7/ norm in x is bounded by

t-k-\j\-n/2 + n/2p'^h]^h+hsJi +h/2 ^ \_^2^

which after multiplication by tk~a/2 and integration from 2s to infinity gives

a term of the form

s-a/2-n/V (s\h\2)J'+h/2

provided - a/2 — |/| — n/2p' < 0, which in the worst case, is the require-

ment that a > — n/p' (the term is bounded if a > - n/p'). Adding these

two terms, we see that if a > 0, a > — n/p' (1 < q < oo) or a > - n/p'

(q = oo), then

3*/2

É;q(f) < As-«/2-»/2»'exp(s\h\2) S (*|A|2)J,
y-i

where/ ranges over integers and integers +1/2 in the indicated range.

With this result, it is easy to give an estimate of the Lp norm of the

temperature with initial value e'<x'h>f

Lemma 1.2. IfeKx-h>f G ff/Jff "), a < 1, /Ae«

(/|^,*(e'<x'A>/(*))f ^)  '
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Proof. Since a < 2, we must form Vh(x, t) = W,* e'<x'h^f and study

dVh/dt in order to compute the Bpoo norm of e'^^f. It is easily checked that

dVh/dt = Wt * A(eKx,h>f) which can be rewritten as

_*.= */» [|AfV<Jt'*>/+2i2 hj^Ueixh) + eixhAf\

= |A|2KA(x, /) + li^hfW, * -^-(/<?'<*•">) + Wt * eixhAf,

which allows us to express Vh in terms of 3KA/9/ by

|A|2FA(x, r) - -^ - li ¿ hjW, * A (/e'*A) - Wt * e'*"A/.

We must now compute the norm of each of the terms on the right-hand side

in terms of the Bpa0 norm. The first term is straightforward and

Mp(dVh/dt,t) < ff/^e'^/)/"/2-',

and since (d/dx^e'^f) G ff/^1 and a - 1 < 0,

Mp(Wt* (d/dxj)(je'<**>)) < È;x(feixhya-X)/2.

Lemma 1.1 can be applied to the third term if we rewrite it as

wh(x, t)= W,* eKx-h>Af= e-'w2ei<x-h>g * A/,

where g(x) = W(x + 2ith, /). Observe that A/ G B^~2 and that for any p,

BpX c LP(R"), and we get the estimate

Mp(wh; t) < e-'l*l2||g * Af]\p< Ae-^\\g * A/||^

< Ae->W)\g\\Bh-4Af\\B.-2.

Since a < 1, 2 — a > 1 and when we apply Lemma 1.1 there results

Mp(wh; t) < ^e-""l2e'l*l2/-«2-">/2)||(/|A|2)>jff;00(/).

Collecting these three terms together, we have

\h\2Mp(Vh; t) < ^(*'<*•*>/)[/"/2-' +|A|/("-1V2]

+ ^ff;M(/)/"/2-'£(/|A|2)7,

o
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or finally,

Mp(Vh;t)<At"/2\B;oo(ei<x'»f)
[ V7 |A|       /|A|2

+fc</)¿(í<.i*4
This concludes the proof of Lemma 1.2.

We would now like to let / -> 0 +, but the right-hand side is not suitably

behaved; we will need to make a judicious choice of A = h(t).

Proof of Theorem 1.2. Suppose e'xhf G Èpao for each A G ff" and

Bpoo(e'<x'h>f) < Atfœ(f)- Lemma 1.2 gives in this case

|^*(e'<*-A>/)||,<^(/) + -       - + 1 +V7|A| + /|A|2

L 'l*|2      V7 |A|

In particular, we can apply this estimate to e'^'^f, which gives

1
\\W, • e'<">fl< A^e^f)

< M°.(/)

L <l*l2
+ + *i*r

+ • • • + /|A|2

L «1*1
where | = A + tj. Choose A = h(t) such that /|A|2 = 1, and since everything is

independent of tj, choose tj(/) = - h(t). We see that

W,*A\p<A"èUf)-
Now well-known results [8] imply the conclusion of the theorem.

The above proof is somewhat technical; we give another simpler proof of

some special cases, which is based on a result of interest in its own right.

Lemma 1.3. ttBMO = Lx

Proof. Since L°° c BMO and 7.°° is invariant under multiplication by

characters, one direction is obvious. For the converse it will be shown that if

e'<x'H>fis of bounded mean oscillation for all A, the constant in the definition

of BMO can always be taken to be zero and thus/ G L°°.

Let Q be a cube in ff ", and /, g be arbitrary functions of bounded mean

oscillation. Denote

k = jëi fem *<>   vu - »pfl( jgf /j/w - M2 *)
1/2
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and observe that

(Jg)Q- fQgQ = Tg: / U(x) - /ß] *(*) dx

-^/ß(/W-/ö)(iW-«ß)^

which gives by Holder's inequality \(fg)Q - fQgQ\ < ||/|U||g|U. If we apply

this inequality to e'^^f, it is clear that

\Q\Jq
j |e«*.A>/(jc) _ (e'<^>)^ß| dx

< |¿| fj(eKx-h>f)(x) - (e'<^>/)e| dx +|(e«-*>/)ß - (*'<*■* V«l

<\\ei<x'h>A\*+\\ei<X-h>\\*\\A\*>

and if \\ei<x'h>f\\, < A\\f\\„ we see that

_L fje'<^>f(x) - (e^Vel dx < ¿'|/|r

Choose h(Q) such that (e-'<JC'A>)e = 0, and then

|¿| /ß|/WI * < ̂ Wr

Since /T is independent of g, Lebesgue's theorem on differentiation of the

integral gives the result.

This lemma allows us to prove the next result which includes Theorem 1.2

in some special cases.

Theorem 1.3.

¡LP(R"),     \<p < oo,

/> = !.^'L')=K(ff"),

It is known [9] that Cv(Hx, L") = B°x when 2 < p < oo; in the case

1 < p < 2, there is an inclusion but the above result applied to the inclusion

gives no new results.

Proof of Theorem 1.3. One direction is obvious. Suppose that e'<x,h>k G

Cv(Hx, Lp) for every A G ff" and that its norm as a convoluteur is bounded

independently of A. Note first that a distribution T which maps 77 ' -» 7/

boundedly will also map 7/ -+ BMO and satisfy || F(g)||BMO < /1|| T\\ \\ g\\p..

Fix g G Lp. From this remark, we know that k * g G BMO; we will show

that eKx*\k * g) is also in BMO. Indeed,

e«x,h>k , gix) m (*ffa*>^, e'<*-**>g(jC - V)),
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and thus eKx*yk * g G BMO and

¡^•A>(W)||BMO< A\\e«-'h>k\\ \\e«--»gl< A'\\gl.\\k\\.

By Lemma 1.3, we see that k * g G L°°(ff") and ||A * gH«, < ^"||A:|| ||g|Ly,

which proves that k G Cv(Lp'(R"), L°°(ff ")) = Cu(L'(ff "), L"(ff ")) which is

the result.

Another interesting consequence of Lemma 1.3 is the following characteri-

zation of L°° in terms of L2 properties of the temperature associated with a

bounded function.

Proposition 1. Let f be a distribution in S ' and u be the temperature

associated withf. Thenf G L°° iff for every A G ff ", 5 > 0, x0 G ff ",

f' ( t\V(ei<x'h>e-'w2u(x + 2//A, /))|2 dt dx< C8n.
J0    J\x-x0\<8   ' '

Proof. This follows from Lemma 1.3, the fact that the temperature with

initial value e'<x,h^f is el<-x,h>e~'wlu(x + 2//A, /) and the characterization of

BMO in [3].
The next result, properly speaking, belongs in §2 but is included here

because it concludes the (short) list of Besov spaces for which we can

characterize irBpix. The methods are based on the Fourier transform and the

use of the Kj/q spaces. We need two auxiliary results.

Lemma 1.4. fÇx ç 7^, if a < n/p'.

Proof. An equivalent norm on Kpaa is provided by

sup, t~iß~a)(S\x\<t\x\pß\f(x)\p dx)x/p for ff > a [5]. If a < n/p', choose a <

ff < n/p' and estimate

f      lf(x)\dx<lf      (\f(x)\\x\ß)Pdx)   "If      \x\-»'dx)
J\x\<t V\x\<t I       \J\x\<t )

I     I \1/p'

<Kpax(f)tß-a\wnfop-ßp+»p-xdpj     ,

and this last integral is finite since n — Bp' > 0.

Lemma 1.5. (a) Iff G ff/œ, 1 < p < 2, a < - n/p', then for any ff > 0,

(fm<y ®c *)'' * m-^w-
(b) Iff G ¿-"/pJ, 1 < p < 2, 1 < q < oo, then

1/9

Mp'

(\i/p'
< AB-"'(j).
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Proof, (a) Since a < 0, u(x, t) = f * Wt satisfies t~a/2Mp(u; t) <

ABpax(f), and by Hausdorff-Young we get ra'2Mp,(û; t) < AÈpaJJ). The

left-hand side can be estimated from below by

M, («; /) = ( J>-'KI2/ (©f di)   ' > (/ ^        |e-^/ (flf rf{)

V^líK i/V7 /

'//>'

Let ff = 1 / v7 and we can rewrite this as

,!//>

(•(il < J' ^   di) <   eM"' ("; /}   <  AÉP<» {f)R "'

(b) The argument is as above, but we begin with the fact that

Mi

and proceed to

{j~[r«/2Mp(u;t)]qrxdt} "=È;q(f)

I \x/q
yÇ[r«/2Mp,(û; /)]*/-' dt)    < È;q(f),

rí'~a/2(/ M®?«)
Jo \J\i\<i/V,x        '       /

!//>'

rx dt

1/?

< eB;q(f)

A change of variables / -» s = 1/V7 gives the result.

There are two applications of Lemma 1.5, one local and one global. The

global application is to the determination of trBpoa.

Theorem 1.4. irÈ^R") = (0), if a < - n/p' or if a < - n/p', 1 < q <

00, for 1 < p < 2.

Proof. For a < — n/p', we may assume that q = 00 since Bpq c Bpaa. If

/ G trBpq, we see from Lemma 1.5 that

/ \l/p'

if      \f (Í + A)f ¿I       < ¿4,«w (e-'<-*>/)ff - < A¿;M (f)R -.

Raise this inequality to the/>'th power (1 </> < 2) and change variables and

we have

ú^LJH()rd(<A'É''MrR ap —n
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Note that/ G IÇ^ C T^ by Lemma 1.4, and hence almost every point of

ff" is a Lebesgue point of/. Letting ff-»0 + at the Lebesgue points gives

/(A) = 0 a.e., or/ = 0 as a distribution. (If p = 1, the result is trivial.)

For 1 < q < oo and/ G Bp~£jp', Lemma 1.5 gives

< AÉ-"" (f).C(^LJ^4']
At a Lebesgue point of/(one can again check that/is locally integrable), the

inner integral can converge only if /(A) = 0 so we again conclude that / = 0

as a distribution.

The lemma can also be applied locally in A, and then gives a sufficient

condition for a distribution / to have a spectral gap.

Corollary 1.5.1. Suppose that for \h - a\ < 80, e~i<x-hyf G ¿£, 1 < p <

2, a < - n/p' if q = oo or a < - n/p' if 1 < q < oo and B^q(e-i<x-h>f) <

ABpq(f) for |A — a\ < 50. Then f has a spectral gap at a.

Unfortunately the analogue of Theorem 1.4 is definitely false for some

p > 2. For example ff^ff") contains the subalgebra {ei<x'h>\h G ff"} for

any real a.

There are various applications of these results which will be collected in §3.

2. Translation invariant subspaces of Kpq. The main gap that remains in our

results is for indices a such that —n/p' < a < 0 and a=0, I <q < co.

Some indirect information can be obtained by taking Fourier transforms and

studying the translation invariant subspaces of IÇq.

Our first result is an inequality giving a lower bound for the norm of the

translates. This inequality is sharp enough to solve our problem in several

cases.

Theorem 2.1. Suppose that tJ, t_J are in K£qfor some measurable function

f, where a is real and 1 < p, q < oo. It follows that, for any ff > a, ff > 0,

H
(\ t/p
t-xe-'f    \f(z)\"dz)   rxdt

<A(Kp*q(rJ) + Kp"q(T^)).

Here A is independent of f and h but depends on all the other parameters. The

obvious interpretations are to be made whenp = oo or q — oo, e.g.

sup /-"»->|A|'(/     \f(z)\" dz)  " < AilÇM) + IÇx(r_J)).
t>\h\ Wm« /
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by
Proof. If ß > a, it is proved in [5] that an equivalent norm on Kpaq is given

*;,(/) =

(\i/p

and we apply this norm to tJ and change variables. This gives

tip
¡/i

(\t/p

'~"^'i»,j<+<i/wH r'<"
For the moment we are assuming th&tp,q < oo. If <z, A> > 0, it is easy to see

that \z + h\-\z\ + \h\ (in fact, (1/V2)(|z| + |A|) < \z + h\ < V2 (\z\ + |A|)).
If the integration is taken only over this smaller set, it follows that

^i/p

r rp(ß~a)i « (i'i+wi/wf*
•'O J\z + h\<t

I- <^,A>>0

This is also valid for — A which gives

rxdt< a'kï^tJ)-.

i/p

t~xdt<A'K;q(T_j)''/■• rP(B-a)f       {\zl + lhl)pßlmlp dz
J0 J\z-h\<t

I- <*,*>< 0 J

Next we observe that if EXt = {z\ \z + h\ < /, <z, A> > 0}, E2l = {/| |z - A|

< /, <z, A> < 0}; then if |A| < //2, {z| |z| < //2} Ç Eu u E2„ and hence

one sees that
(\i/p

/-^->r   (|z|+|AirV(-)r^  <-'*

< A'{K^q(rJ)q + ^(t^/T).

A final change of variables in / gives the result.

It is easily checked that only trivial changes need be make to get the result

if p or q is infinity.

This result is first applied to the special case p = q.

Theorem 2.2. If a is nonnegative and 1 < p < oo. Then rj G K£pfor every

A G ff " ifff G Lp n IÇp, and one has

hnT [A£(Tfc/) + A£(TV)]/|*f - ||7l|„,

to [*£(**/) + ̂ M] - *£(/)■
W-0
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Proof. One direction is immediate if we note that if / G Lp n IÇP, then, if

a > 0,

A£ (V) = (/|/(* - A)f „(*)""" dx)i/P

|/(z)f(|zf+|Af)<fe)

<2"Kp*p(f) + 2"\h\a\\f\\p.

Thus, we obtain

À£fV) + /Ç« (t.*/) < 2«+1ä;« (/) + 2"+1|A|" 114,,

and the upper bounds follow.

Conversely, for any a real, if rj G IÇp for all A G ff ", we apply Theorem

2.1 and deduce that for any ff > a with ß > 0,

(•C rP(ß~a) l]A<\f(z)\P dz t~l dtj < ap[k;p(tJ)p + k;p(t_J)p],

and the left-hand side is

J \J\z\<t,\h\<t J

-|A|*/       |/(z)f lAf^-^z +|*|*/       |/(z)f|x|-'0,-)&.

We see then that

f   jmfdz < ap{k;pW + ̂ (T.^'J/iAf,
JV\<\h\

and taking the/rth roots and the limit inferior as |A| —> oo gives the estimate

ä;«(V) + a£(tV)
\\p< /l    lim

1*1— \k\

The corresponding inequality for the IÇp norm of / follows by direct substi-

tution.

In the next result, we characterize those /for which the translates behave in

an expected manner in the range for which we were not able to give the

corresponding results for Besov spaces.

Theorem 2.3. A function f has the property that ThfE IÇ^ for all A G ff "

with norms bounded independently of the translate:

(a) if a = 0, iff} G L" and \\f\\p ~ wptfjrj),
(b) if-n/p<a< 0, iff J G L'--« and \\f\\ ~ sup.IÇ^rJ),
(c) if a = - n/p, ifff G L~ and \\f\\K ~ snp.fÇ-^rJ),

(d)ifa< -n/p,ifff = 0.
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For a > 0, our assumption would imply that/ = 0 also, but this is because

we are not being flexible enough in the form of the dependence on A.

Property (b) indicates (and (d) confirms) that asking this form of translation

invariance is a stiff requirement. Property (c) gives an unexpected link with

the Morrey spaces, which although valid for - n/p < a < 0, does not hold

for a < - n/p since L"-" = BMO ^ L°°. It will follow from the proof below

that / G Lp,~ap in all cases and that the constant which occurs in the

definition of the Lp,x spaces can always be taken equal to zero, which is

known to be the case for - n/p < a < 0. Moreover, it is easy to see from the

proof that (d) remains valid for a = — n/p, 1 < q < oo.

Proof. We can write the conditions of Theorem 2.1 in the form

|A|V<"-> /    \f(z)\"dz)   < a(k;x(tJ) + ^(t_4

for / > \h\. We will take ff = a + n/p and use only the result for / = |A|. For

a = 0, we get

/     |/(z)f dz\   < a(k;„ (rj) + k;x (t_4

with A arbitrary, which shows that ||/||p < A supA K^^/jJ). For a = - n/p,

we get

/ . \'/'

1/|*|" /        |/(z)|" dz\     <A sup„ K^" (rj),

and since this will also be valid for ryf, it follows from Lebesgue's theorem on

the differentiation of integrals that/ G L°° and \\f\\x < supA ̂ "^(tJ). If

— n/p < a < 0, we have

/ \i/p

\il2l<y^fdz) < ^[suPa ^(tj-)]/?-,

and since this holds for ryf, we see that/ G Lp,~pa.

In each case the converse is easily checked.

A particular corollary of this result is a complete characterization of -nB2x

íot p = 2, q = oo.

Corollary 2.1.1.

(a)

{/ G S'|e-'<*-*>/ G ¿^ with ¿i«,(«'<*•*>/) < Ax(f) + A2(f)\h\a, V*}

= BZX(R»),       «>0,
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(b)

{/ G S'|#**»>/ G ff2"M W//A ¿^(eX'^f) < ABZM), VA)

L2(ff"), a = 0,

FL2-~2a, -n/2<a<0,

FLX, a= -n/2,

{0}, a < -«/2.

3. Applications. Our first application is the one that motivated this paper.

The first result was proved in [9].

Theorem 3.1. Cv(Lp, Lq) ç È^p~x\ if p < q'.

For p > q', there is a better result. It now follows from Theorem 2.3 that

Theorem 3.2.

L°°, p = q<2,
M(Lp,Lq) C ,

Proof. It follows from Theorem 3.1 that since q < 2, M(L",Lq)Q

^(î/p-i) Theorem 1.13 of [7] implies that M(Lp,Lq) is invariant under

translations, which yields M(LP, Lq) Q tK^/p~X). The result follows from

Theorem 2.3 if we note that when/? < q, -n/q' < n(\/p - 1) < 0.

Corollary 3.2.1. Cv(L2, L2) is the maximal subspace of B2oH/2 invariant

under multiplication by characters.

It was this corollary which led the author to hope that for 1 < p < 2,

Cv(Lp,L2) would be the maximal subspace of B2^/p~X) invariant under

translation.

The next result explains why it seems unlikely that there is equality in

Theorem 3.2 for q = 2, 1 < p < 2. The result seems to say that the

information in Theorem 3.2 follows from applying the definition of a

multiplier to radial nonnegative functions. It also provides a kind of maximal

estimate for multipliers involving "arbitrary" rectangles, as well as cubes.

Proposition. If m G 911(7/, L"), q < 2, then for any rectangle R in R ",

1/9'

(jjm(z)|*'¿z)      <A\\m\\\R\
!//>'
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Proof. For / G S, F x(mf) 6L4, and since q < 2, it follows from the

Hausdorff-Young inequality that

(¡\m(z)f (z)f dzy < A\\m\\\\f\\p.

The inequality is also valid for any / G Lp; in particular, for / = Yj?, the

characteristic function of a rectangle, which gives the result.

Our next theorem is the affirmative part of the answer to an old question of

Peetre [15]. Peetre asked whether a linear translation invariant operator which

was such that for some/», 1 < p < oo, T: Bpq -> Bpq, 0<s<a, l<q<oo,

necessarily mapped Lp -» Lp. It was shown by Stein and Zygmund [19] and

by Littman, McCarthy and Rivière [13] that the answer was negative. They

did this by constructing (on the torus) an element of B^X(T) which did not

map Lp -» Lp. A similar example on ff " was given by Rivière [18]. Our next

result shows that a simple property of convoluteurs of 7/ not immediately

shared by convoluteurs of Bpq characterizes these operators.

Theorem 3.3. Let 1 < p < oo. A convolution operator T: Bpq —* Bpq, for

some s > 0 and - s, 1 < q < oo, maps Lp -» L" iff V* G ff", ei<x'H>T maps

B;q->è;qandèp-q>-*Èp-q°.

Proof. If T: Lp -» Lp, then by Theorem 1.13 of [7] eKxJi>T\ Lp -> Lp for

all A, hence, by Lemma 5 of [10], eixhT: ¿psq -» B^, for all real s.

Conversely, if there is an 5 such that eKx<h>T: ff/, -» Bpq, ei<x-h>T: B~s ->

B~s then, by interpolation, ei<x'h>T: B°q -- B°q, and since this holds for

q = oo, the result follows if we prove the next theorem.

Theorem 3.4. Cv(Lp, L") = {K\ei<x-»K G Cv(È°x, È°qoa), VA G ff"), and

\\K\\ s supA ||e'-<^>^||.

Proof. The inclusion ç follows by Lemma 5 of [10] and an application of

Theorem 1.13 of Hormander [7].

The converse inclusion is proved in the following way. Let e'^'^K G

Cv(B^, B°qJ for every A G ff" and let M = supA \\ei<x'h>K\\. Take / G

7/(ff "). Then ei<x-h>f G LP(R") ç É^(R ") for every A and thus

ei<x'h>(K*f) = £'<••"># * **■*>/ G È°x(Rn )

and

B°qa>{eiix'h\K*f)) < MÈPpaa{e><**>f) < M\\f\\p.

If q > 1, we apply Theorem 1.2 and we see that

\\K*J\\q< A supA B^e'^K * f)) < M\\A\p.

If q = \,p = 1 and Cv(E°x<x>, È°Xx) = ff^. Both sides are <Dl(R") in this case.
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In the language of Peetre's book [17], while the imbedding Cp -» ff0oo(C/,) is

not onto, we do have

»(J°-(Ç)) - Ç.
The third application is to characterize the Fourier transform image of the

Morrey spaces, in the only case for which you would expect a

characterization.

Theorem 3.5. If 1 < p < 2, / S Lp-ß, n > ff > 0, then ei<xJi>f G
Bp~<£/p(R") for every A G ff" with the norms bounded independent of h. For

p = 2,(%: L2'ß —> irB2J/2 is an isomorphism.

Our fourth application is to obtain an improvement of a result proved by

Herz [6] and Kellogg [11].

Theorem 3.6. If 1 < p < 2,/ G LP(R"), then for any ff > 0 and for any X,

Xß

^1/2
Vp'(\¿/p

r"i,J/(*)r*) rldt < MAI-

Proof. For / G L"(R"), ei<x-h>f G LP(R") and thus tJ G lÇ2 for each

* G ff"and

suph\\TJ\\< suph\\e«x*>A\p=\\A\p-

Finally we note that Theorem  1.4 provides a proof that there are no

nonnegative elements in some of the Besov spaces.

Theorem 3.7. If \ < p < 2, a < - n/p', 1 < q < oo or a < - n/p',

q = oo, and p > 0, p E ff/9(ff "), /Aevi /x = 0.

Proof. Up > I, a will be negative and we can use the fact that for a < 0,

\W, * (ei<x'h>p)\ < Wt*p,

and, consequently,

Bpaq(ei<x-h>p) < È;q(p).

It follows that for every A, e'<x/,/i G Bpq, and by Theorem 1.4 p = 0.

If/? = 1, this argument will work for q = oo, and for 1 < q < oo, a < 0. It

remains to consider a = 0.

For 9=1, that p — 0 follows since ju. G ff", must be integrable with mean

value 0. If 1 < q < oo, there is a AT such that p * p * ■ ■ • * p (K times) G

ff n, and thus jx*  •••   */i = 0=>/¿ = 0.

Our final application is to the study of multiplicative properties of homo-

geneous and inhomogeneous Besov spaces. Herz [6] has proved a number of

such properties for homogeneous Besov spaces. It is not obvious that they
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carry over to inhomogeneous Besov spaces because of the added global

constraint. Theorem 1.1 allows us to give an easy extension of these results to

inhomogeneous spaces.

Theorem 3.8. Suppose 0 < ß < a < n (ß < a if l/q > l/p - ß/n) and

p < n/ß (p < n/ß ifq = 1), 1 < q < oo, 1 < p < oo. Then E:/a<xBßq Ç Bßq

and BZ/aJßq c Bßq.

Proof. Observe that mX ■ Y E tr(XY).

This result gives an improvement of some results of Peetre [17].
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